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Abstract 

In this paper, the authors propose the application of a paradigm for auditing services derived 

from relational constructs used in the maturing paradigm of services marketing and third party 

logistics efficiency concepts.  Concerns regarding quality and cost efficiency have spurred a 

growing focus on services marketing.  Thus, the time has come for extending this paradigm 

further to auditing services using EDI.  The establishment of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

with Automatic Data Collection (ADC) linkages between firms offers significant potential for the 

transformation of relationships with considerable benefits and responsibilities for all partici-

pants.  The growing importance and ubiquitousness of ADC and EDI is considered as well as 

the need for additional cost efficiencies in business.  It is proposed that unique, efficient audit-

ing services using EDI and ADC will render those services of increased value and indispensable 

to the client, thus resulting in greater client retention and customer satisfaction rates for au-

diting firms which can prove particularly vital to small auditing firms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Advancements in technology are changing 

the way that business is conducted.  Organi-

zations are often forced to accept and adapt 

to technological changes or fall to the way-

side and be left behind.  Government and 

industry regulations spur the movement to-

ward the increased embedding of technolo-
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gies; however that, in turn, forces business-

es to adapt their standard methods for han-

dling functional processes.  One such area 

that is adjusting to the infiltration of tech-

nology into its standard business operations 

is the auditing process.  In this article, the 

authors examine a relational paradigm, 

adapted from marketing research, for the 

auditing process by briefly providing a back-

ground on Electronic Data Interchange 

(EDI), reviewing the literature for Electronic 

Data Interchange / Automatic Data Collec-

tion (EDI and ADC) and examining the audit 

process in sections 2 and 3.  In sections 4, 5 

and 6, the authors discuss technology audit-

ing issues and data transmission security.  

In section 7, the authors use constructs ap-

plied to marketing of services and third par-

ty logistics efficiency concepts to develop 

propositions, for consideration and further 

study of the offering of auditing services.  

2. EDI AND ADC 

Automatic Data Collection (ADC) is defined 

as the collection of data by a firm without 

human input or with minimal effort.  Scan-

ning devices used to read product bar codes 

and meters normally collect the raw data.  

EDI, the main focus of the paper, is defined 

as the electronic exchange of business 

transactions between companies from one 

computer to another using an accepted 

standard format without human intervention 

(Jenkins, 1994).   

Changing business relationships profoundly, 

the objective of EDI was to obtain time and 

cost efficiencies through the direct exchange 

of data between clients (Sawabini, 2001).  

In the past, EDI was sometimes mistaken 

for other communication methods, such as 

electronic mail, general access to the Inter-

net (Larson & Kulchitsky, 2000) or deriva-

tives such as “Rip-and-Read” (Lauer, 2000).  

When EDI is errantly confused with other 

communication methods, its full potential 

cannot be realized (Quinn, 1991). For the 

exchange to be considered truly EDI, the 

process must go from one system to the 

other with no or minimal manual interven-

tion.  

Over the past 20 years, the growth of EDI 

has been significant.  In 2006, an empirical 

study was conducted of industrial marketing 

practitioners, researchers, and faculty.  Over 

1,400 individuals responded to the survey.  

In that study, the binding of client and cus-

tomers together using EDI and ADC (Figure 

3) was supported in a marketing and Infor-

mation Technology empirical study (Ricks & 

Schwieger, 2006).  It was estimated that 

over one half of all interorganizational busi-

ness documents was transmitted between 

corporations by way of electronic data inter-

change.  While a number of organizations 

have considered some of the EDI controls 

intrusive on trading partners, some organi-

zations are transitioning to XML based data 

transmission to overcome those deficiencies 

Kaliontzoglou & Boutsi, 2006).  Thus, organ-

izations are being increasingly forced to rea-

lign their goals and make decisions with 

their business partners in mind (Kopczak & 

Johnson, 2003).  Allowing clients and cus-

tomers access to electronic data makes each 

firm more dependent upon the other and 

more committed to them and their mutual 

success.  The concepts of EDI, ADC, XML 

and such areas of linkage relate well with 

the most current business thinking.  Howev-

er, the data linkages provided by EDI can 

enable organizations to reduce their costs 

while improving their response to customer 

demands.  The speed at which data is elec-

tronically exchanged is much faster than the 

traditional paper-based method and systems 

can be programmed for numerous opera-

tions and business applications such as au-

diting. 

Peter Drucker (1988) discussed how new 

practices of management would need to 

evolve for the facilitation of information flow.  

Drucker noted that new practices could 

doom, or greatly alter, traditional hierarchic-

al command and control of organizations.  

Whatever the level of change resulting from 

trends in electronic data linkages, it would 

continue to be a factor in future organiza-

tional thinking.  Organizations were pre-

dicted to experience three changes from in-

formation technology linkages, they in-

cluded: (1) flatness, (2) empowerment and 

(3) outsourcing (Meyer & Power, 1989; 

Rockart & Short, 1989; Savage, 1990).  

Drucker asked in 2004, “What is the most 

important impact of information technology 

on business?  Information technology forces 

you to organize your processes more logical-

ly.  The computer can handle only things to 

which the answer is ‘yes’ or ‘no’.  It cannot 

handle ‘maybe’.  It's not the computerization 

that's important then; it's the discipline you 

have to bring to your processes.  You have 
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to do your thinking before you computerize 

it or else the computer simply goes on 

strike.”  

How a firm handles computerizing services 

could be vital to efficiency.  Flatness may 

lead to more demands for economical audit-

ing services.  Likewise, outsourcing could 

lead to higher demand for high technology 

auditing services and more specialization. 

With the emerging technologies being im-

plemented by a vast majority of businesses 

in a variety of industries, auditing has no 

choice but to follow and adapt to new audit-

ing strategies.  Thus, more cost effective 

auditing objectives can be achieved.  In a 

paperless business environment, the old im-

age of an auditor with a bunch of papers and 

pencils is being erased not only in big audit-

ing firms, but also in small individual audit-

ing offices around the country and the world.  

With a lack of paper evidence to support 

processes, legal issues must also be consi-

dered in this new construct.  

3. AUDITING 

The second stream of literature focuses upon 

legislative considerations in the field of au-

diting and the changes brought about from 

the application of EDI.  With the decreasing 

paper trail resulting from electronic data ex-

change, there are practical considerations 

that must be made to abide by regulatory 

compliance requirements. 

3.1 Legislative Considerations 

Internal control in information technology 

has become a major focus of government 

and industry regulations.  The Sarbanes-

Oxley Act of 2002 and the AICPA Statement 

on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 94 (2001) 

both focus on internal control with the objec-

tive of providing reliable financial informa-

tion.  

3.1.1 Sarbanes-Oxley Act 

Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act re-

quires CEOs and CFOs to certify internal 

controls in their companies.  Specifically, 

they must acknowledge their responsibilities 

for maintaining controls and procedures that 

pertain to financial reporting.  They must 

also conclude and report on the effective-

ness of internal controls and procedures for 

the firm’s annual report to the board of di-

rectors and shareholders.  Finally, the exter-

nal auditor must attest to the assertions 

made by management regarding internal 

control in the organization (Green, 2002). 

To protect auditor independence from man-

agement, Section 203 of the Act requires 

that the lead audit partner and audit review 

partner be rotated every five years on all 

public audits.  The International Federation 

of Accountants (IFAC) has a similar rule spe-

cifying auditor rotation after no more than 

seven years (Doupnik & Perera, 2009).  

At the international level, the Public Interest 

Oversight Board, the Professional Oversight 

Board, and the International Organization of 

Securities Commissions (IOSCO) are exam-

ples of regulatory oversight similar to the 

PCAOB in the US.  Regulatory scrutiny exists 

on the international scene as well as in the 

US with respect to the Big Four international 

auditing firms (Doupnik & Perera, 2009).  

Expectations are, first, that the Big Four will 

protect their international auditing markets. 

Second, more rules and regulations will be 

written and followed as a shield against liti-

gation.  Third, the audit function will contin-

ue to evolve in the direction of a partnership 

among the audit committee, internal audi-

tors, and external auditors (Doupnik & Pere-

ra, 2009). 

3.1.2 AICPA Statement on Auditing 

Standards (SAS) No. 94 

SAS No. 94 requires auditors to consider 

information technology as part of the overall 

internal control process and provides guid-

ance to the auditor in assessing internal con-

trol risk when a significant amount of finan-

cial information is processed in complex IT 

systems.  Auditing through the computer 

techniques, such as test data, parallel simu-

lation, or embedded audit modules should 

be used to test controls when firms have 

sophisticated IT systems.  For auditors with 

little IT experience, the test data system is 

recommended (Cerullo & Cerullo, 2003).  

Other research studies have explored audi-

tors’ reluctance to use sophisticated com-

puter assisted audit techniques (Curtis & 

Payne 2008; Debreceny et al. 2005).  The 

weakness in auditor training, experience, or 

background can be aided with IT expertise, 

either within the audit firm or within the 

client firm.  Many audit firms employ IT 

trained staff to assist with audits for the 
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purpose of external reporting.  IT personnel 

within a client firm may occupy a position as 

internal auditor or assist with audits for the 

benefit of the auditor.  Such assistance can 

provide a necessary interface to make full 

use of sophisticated computer assisted audit 

techniques above the level of test data.  

4. AN OVERVIEW OF EDI INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY AUDITING ISSUES 

The use of EDI can generate numerous ben-

efits to the company.  Such benefits include 

cost saving in areas like paper and postage, 

labor, inventory, and shipping.  Using EDI 

can also improve customer service and en-

hance internal processing as well as assist 

the company in gaining a competitive advan-

tage. 

Auditing EDI is part of the information tech-

nology auditing group’s responsibilities.  This 

group’s responsibility is to provide support 

to the general audit side on computer re-

lated aspects of their work by providing suf-

ficient audit coverage of the organization’s 

information technology system.  Both gener-

al audit and computer audit works should 

complement each other in providing ade-

quate audit coverage for the whole organiza-

tion. 

Before implementing an EDI system into 

business process operations, it is important 

for an organization to consider the auditor 

role in the implementation process.  As it is 

true for any fiscally-oriented software devel-

opment and implementation project, an au-

ditor should be a part of the EDI develop-

ment team.  This is extremely important 

when addressing the internal control aspects 

during the development and implementation 

of EDI.   

4.1 Information Technology Audit Mis-

sion 

Generally, the information technology audit 

mission would be to review, appraise, and 

report on: 

1. Soundness, adequacy and application of 

the Information Systems operational 

standards; 

2. Soundness, adequacy, and application of 

systems development standards; 

3. The extent of compliance with corporate 

standards; 

4. Security of the corporate IS investment; 

5. Completeness and accuracy of computer-

processed information; 

6. Whether optimum use is being made of 

all computing resources; and 

7. Soundness of application systems devel-

oped (Cascarino, 2007).  

In carrying out this mission, auditors gener-

ally conduct their audit in an information 

technology environment in two ways:  audit-

ing around the computer and auditing 

through the computer. 

4.2 Auditing Around the Computer 

In auditing around the computer, auditors 

typically obtain an understanding of internal 

control and then perform tests of control, 

substantive tests of transactions, and ac-

count balance verification procedures in the 

same manner as if the accounting system 

were entirely manual.  The auditor remains 

responsible for gaining an understanding of 

general and application computer controls 

because such knowledge is useful in identify-

ing risks that may affect the financial state-

ments.   

 
Figure 1- Auditing Around the Computer 

However, the auditor does not typically per-

form tests of computer controls.  In other 
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words, the auditor is not using computer 

controls to reduce assessed control risk.  

Instead, the auditor uses non-IT controls to 

support reduced control risk assessment.  

Figure 1 depicts the idea of auditing around 

the computer. 

4.3 Auditing Through the Computer 

With the expanding use of IT and its implica-

tions, internal controls are often embedded 

in such a way that is visible only in electron-

ic format.  Therefore, traditional source doc-

uments such as purchase orders, shipping 

orders, invoices, and accounting documents 

can be found in electronic forms only.  As a 

result, the auditor must change the ap-

proach from the auditing around the com-

puter approach to auditing through the com-

puter.  Figure 2 depicts the idea of auditing 

through the computer.  The appendix also 

contains examples that highlight the differ-

ences between auditing around the comput-

er and auditing through the computer.   

 
Figure 2 - Auditing Through the Computer 

This study is recommending that when au-

diting in an EDI business environment, the 

auditors will be more effective using the au-

diting through the computer approach rather 

than the auditing around the computer ap-

proach.  In particular, a method called Em-

bedded Audit Module Approach is recom-

mended.  Under the auditing through the 

computer approach, there are two categories 

of testing strategies other than the embed-

ded audit module approach which are the 

test data approach and the parallel simula-

tion approach.  For the purpose of this 

study, we will discuss only the approach that 

the auditor will likely use in an EDI environ-

ment, the Embedded Audit Module Ap-

proach.  

5. EMBEDDED AUDIT MODULE  

APPROACH 

The embedded audit module approach is a 

programmed routine incorporated into an 

application program that is designed to 

achieve an audit function such as calculation 

or activity logging.  More specifically, this 

approach uses an audit hook as an exit point 

in an application program.  The exit point 

allows the auditor to subsequently add an 

audit module or any particular instructions 

by activating the hook to transfer control to 

an audit module (Whittington & Delaney, 

2006-2007).  There are several audit tools 

available from organizations such as ACL, 

BPS, Pentana, and AuditNet.  The reason 

that the embedded audit module is the best 

approach for auditing in an EDI environment 

is the fact that it allows the auditor to moni-

tor audit data on a continuous basis.  The 

main downside of this module is that it re-

quires the auditor to be involved during the 

system design phase.  It is possible, howev-

er, that this module can be implemented 

after the system has been set up. 

There are many issues of which auditors 

should be aware in an EDI environment.  

Thus, they should plan and conduct their 

audits accordingly.  The following section 

discusses three of the main issues that audi-

tors will most likely encounter in almost any 

EDI business environment: (1) absence of 

audit trail, (2) absence of authorization, and 

(3) validation of payment. 

5.1 Absence of Audit Trail  

Before widespread acceptance of computer 

technologies in the auditing practice, audi-

tors were dependent entirely on paper audit 

trails.  Every transaction had to have a pa-

per document supporting and authorizing 

each transaction.  When organizations 

started using computers in their daily busi-

ness operations, auditors, as a consequence, 

had to conduct their audits on a printed au-

dit trail from the system.  Their concern 

about auditing in an electronic oriented 

business environment was overcome by the 

fact that all transactions could be saved and 

reviewed whenever they were needed.  

With the implementation of EDI, another 

concern arose.  Source documents that sup-

ported transactions, in fact, did not exist or 

might be available for only a limited time.  

For example, purchasing orders were re-
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ceived from customers in electronic unread-

able format from a central network reposito-

ry. 

To address this issue from an auditing point 

of view, it is important to note that data en-

try is normally accomplished in one of three 

ways:     

1. Source documents are batched, and then 

entered via direct entry terminals; 

2. Source documents are entered as re-

ceived; and 

3. Transactions are entered directly without 

preparation of source documents (Hansen 

& Hill, 1989). 

In the first case, the batch number can 

serve as a batch reference.  Thus, the audi-

tor can trace these references to ensure the 

competency of any transaction.  The second 

and third cases can be handled by off the 

shelf programmed routines.  The pro-

grammed routine assigns electronic docu-

ments to batches and then numbers these 

documents automatically.  The software ge-

nerates a substitute for a source document.  

Surrogate documents typically indicate the 

person preparing or authorizing the transac-

tions (Hansen & Hill, 1989).   

5.2 Absence of Authorization 

One of the most important factors that audi-

tors look for when auditing any internal con-

trol is the appropriate authorization for 

every transaction.  Obviously, every transac-

tion cannot be audited but instead, the in-

ternal control would be audited to estimate 

the possibility of initiating unauthorized 

transactions on that system.  However, with 

the use of EDI and ADC, a transaction can 

be initiated electronically with no human 

intervention.  In other words, a transaction 

can be initiated electronically based upon 

the occurrence of a particular event.  For 

example, based upon the receipt of a pur-

chase order along with customer’s credit 

satisfaction, an invoice may be generated 

and a shipping order may electronically be 

sent to the shipping department without any 

human authorization. 

These control problems can be mitigated, to 

some extent, by implementing the following 

procedures or similar procedures.  All the 

purchase orders that require managerial au-

thorization are held in a file created for this 

purpose.  Access to this file (or files) must 

be restricted via levels of password controls.  

Encryption can be used to prevent data or 

password pirating.  Computerized checks 

and balance programs can issue a first alert 

in detecting fraudulent activity (Hansen & 

Hill, 1989).  It is important for the auditor to 

know how these controls are functioning in 

order to appropriately conduct his or her 

audit in a sound manner.  

5.3 Validation of Payment 

The standard procedure that is followed by 

auditors in a paper-based system is to 

match vendor invoices with the purchase 

orders and the receiving documents.  By 

doing so, the auditor can verify that the 

goods were actually ordered and received, 

and that the invoice accurately charges for 

only those goods received.  In the EDI sys-

tem, however, there are no documents that 

the auditor can match in order to verify the 

validation of payments. 

This issue is entirely dependent on the ap-

propriate programming of the validation pro-

cedure.  If the procedures are properly pro-

grammed, the programmed control routine 

verifies whether or not the amounts on the 

relevant electronic documents match the 

amounts being processed.  If the two 

amounts do not match, an error message 

will be displayed.  If the two amounts do 

match, a code is automatically applied to 

indicate the validation procedures have been 

completed (Hansen & Hill, 1989). Validation 

of payment is one of several audit proce-

dures integrated in packaged computer as-

sisted audit techniques (CAATS) used by 

auditors. 

While there are other factors that auditors 

should be aware of, the preceding three is-

sues are to be considered the most impor-

tant effects of EDI from an auditing stand-

point.  There are several threats that must 

be addressed and considered by auditors 

when auditing an EDI environment. These 

threats include, but are not limited to (Cas-

carino, 2007): 

1.  Manipulation of input by an authorized 

user; 

2. An outsider accessing messages in transit 

and amending them;   

3. Message adulteration resulting in an 

overstatement of transaction; 
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4. The loss of the transaction; and 

5. Duplication of the transaction. 

6. AUTHENTICATION AND ENCRYPTION 

When auditing an EDI environment, the au-

ditors will likely encounter two methods of 

controlling securities.  These methods in-

clude authentication and encryption. 

6.1 Authentication 

Authentication involves the prevention of 

undetected modification of the message’s 

content.  This may involve some key fields, 

or it may involve the whole message.  Au-

thentication is typically affected by the use 

of Message Authentication Code (MAC), 

which is calculated from the readable text-

and-devices at the receiving end and com-

pared to the transmitted value.  In order for 

MAC to be effective, the authentication test 

must confirm that the sent and received 

tests and code values are identical. They 

must be transparent to the users and they 

must be automatically invoked. 

6.2 Encryption 

Encryption offers a form of security based on 

the idea of keys.  Typically, each party has 

two kinds of keys, a public key and a private 

key.  The public key is distributed to others 

in a separate transmission.  The sender of a 

message uses the private key, which stays 

with the sender, to encrypt the message.  

The receiver uses the public key to decrypt 

the message.  Any encrypted message must 

be properly processed through the encryp-

tion algorithm after the keys are applied.  As 

long as the private key is secure, the en-

cryption scheme should provide a secure 

transmission.  All encryption keys can be 

cracked, but the longer the key, the harder 

it will be to crack. 

6.2.1 Encryption Keys 

Within an EDI environment, however, three 

keys are usually used for encryption; a mas-

ter key, a key exchange, and the data key. 

The master key is used to protect the other 

keys and the cryptograms.  The master key 

is unique to each network node and must be 

kept confidential within each organization. 

The key exchange key (KEK) is unique to 

each link in the network.  Its function is to 

protect data keys during exchange when 

establishing communication between nodes.  

The data key or working key is used for both 

data encryption and message authentication. 

Once means are in place to ensure secure 

data transmission and all parties involved 

are satisfied with the business relationship, 

the business relationship should be long 

term. 

7. PROPOSITIONS FOR MARKETING OF 

AUDITING SERVICES THROUGH THE 

COMPUTER 

Keeping in mind the technical detail involved 

in developing systems providing secure and 

auditable transactions, the authors draw 

from previous research to apply constructs 

used in marketing of services and third party 

logistics efficiency concepts. 

Some of the propositions developed in 2006 

for business in general can be applied to the 

marketing of auditing services (Ricks & 

Schwieger, 2006).  We also propose that 

three of these propositions will work as de-

scribed for the auditing services market.   

P1 The higher the level of uniqueness of the 

EDI-Auditing system for a client of audit-

ing services, the higher the exit costs for 

the client. 

P2 EDI-Auditing systems will provide con-

sumers with more value for their pur-

chases.  The auditing system will be-

come more efficient as EDI expands.  As 

EDI and ADC expand, consumers will 

demand this level of value and service of 

all firms. 

P3 Businesses will be inclined to join with 

auditing firms who can deliver more 

computerized custom-made services ef-

ficiently, than auditing firms who cannot 

customize their services. 

Figure 3 – Interrelationship Model 

EDI / ADC 

Customer  

Participant 

(profits, politics, 

participation) 

Process 

(efficiency, value 

and  system  

customization) 
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8. TECHNOLOGY RELATIONSHIPS AND 

THE AUDITING PROCESS 

The selection of third party auditors for pub-

licly traded firms is a significant, and hope-

fully, long term decision.  Since changes in 

such relationships must be reported to the 

public through published financial state-

ments, any significant change may signify a 

red flag to investors.  Thus, when going 

through the process of selecting a third par-

ty auditor, publicly traded firms must con-

sider elements of all three propositions due 

to the fact that the relationship is expected 

to be on-going and long lasting. 

Companies with international operations, 

whether publicly traded or not, face a situa-

tion similar to that of publicly traded compa-

nies.  The number of qualified international 

auditors from which to choose is quite small. 

Thus, once an auditor is initially selected, 

the relationship is expected to be on-going. 

The situation for privately held firms is 

somewhat different.  Although termination of 

an auditor relationship does not generate 

the same level of concern demonstrated on 

the publicly traded plane, the costs can be 

almost as great. In this type of situation, the 

three propositions prove more valuable. 

Propositions 2 and 3 will most likely affect 

the initial selection of the audit provider. 

Once a relationship is established, the exit 

costs, associated with Proposition 1, for the 

auditing client greatly increase the higher 

the level of uniqueness of the auditing sys-

tem, 

The effect that EDI has upon a third party 

audit relationship is dependent upon the size 

and marketplace of the organization.  The 

authors propose these three propositions for 

further study into the binding relationships 

that develop between auditors and their EDI 

clients.  Those firms that embrace the emer-

gent trends of the EDI and ADC business 

environment will be positioned to enjoy the 

marketing advantages indicated in the above 

three propositions 

8. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the authors examine EDI and 

ADC and its impact on the auditing environ-

ment.  In the systems development process 

for creating a system with fiscal implications, 

it is important to involve the expertise of an 

auditor early in the development process.  

Thus, the interrelationship between the audi-

tor and the organization can become strong-

ly bound.  Drawing upon work from industri-

al marketing and the binding of relationships 

resulting from EDI and ADC, the authors 

propose three propositions for further study 

examining the resultant binding that EDI and 

ADC generate in the organization/auditor 

relationship. 
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Appendix - Examples of Auditing Around and Through the Computer 

Internal control 
Auditing Around the 

Computer Approach 

Auditing Through the Computer Ap-

proach 

Credit is approved 

for sales on account 

Select a sample of sales 

transactions from the sales 

journal and obtain the re-

lated customer sales order 

to determine that the cre-

dit manager’s initials are 

present, indicating ap-

proval of sales on account. 

Obtain a copy of the client’s sales appli-

cation program and related credit limit 

master file and process a test data 

sample of sales transactions to deter-

mine whether the application software 

properly rejects those tests sales trans-

actions that exceed the customer’s cre-

dit limit amount and accepts all other 

transactions. 

Payroll is processed 

only for individual 

currently employed. 

Select a sample of payroll 

disbursements from the 

payroll journal and verify 

by reviewing human re-

sources department files 

that the payee is currently 

employed. 

Create a test data file of valid and 

invalid employee ID numbers and 

process that file using a controlled copy 

of the client’s payroll application pro-

gram to determine that all invalid em-

ployee ID numbers are rejected and 

that all valid employee ID numbers are 

accepted 

Column totals for 

the cash disburse-

ments journal are 

subtotaled auto-

matically by the 

computer. 

Obtain a printout of the 

cash disbursements jour-

nal and manually foot each 

column to verify the accu-

racy of the printed column 

totals. 

Obtain an electronic copy of the cash 

disbursements journal transactions and 

use generalized audit software to verify 

the accuracy of the column totals. 

Source: Arens, A. Elder, R. & Beasley, M. Auditing and Assurance Services, An Integrated Ap-

proach (12th edition, 2008) 
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